SPLENDID CECELIAN CHORAL CONCERT

SCARCELY A FLAW IN INITIAL PERFORMANCE OF THE CHOR.
AL SOCIETY.

Mrs. Dillis and Miss Matteo Vigoreaux applauded. Mrs. Matheny and Mr. E. K. Humphreys Reader Sales.

The Cecilian Choral society of the university assisted by the college orches¬
tras and outside talent gave a splendid concert. In the Methodist
church, Saturday evening. Another gospel treat has been given and
those who did not hear the concert are permanent losers. The program con¬
tains the first three places which were

For convenience the program was
divided into two parts. The opening
numbers were of a serious and astra¬
cherical accomplishment, was a vocal
arrangement of the favorite Danube Waltz, by the famous 8an9es
composer, Tittus.

The second number was an exquisite Chopin song. "Still, the Iand of the Sky
Blue Water." It is the best song of Cadman's Indian pieces. Mrs. Matheny
was the soloist who was well adopted to her rich voice and had the orchestra
hearted down the words which would have

Mrs. Dillis sung the celebrated so¬
prano solo "Schalammmozza," from Rus¬
sell's "German Mate." This was Mrs.
Diller's first appearance before a Mos¬
cow audience but her dignity and earnestness won her deserved applaus.

The next solo, "The Language of Love," was taken by Miss Matteo. This
solo in Ponce is one of the great con¬
testo solos sung by Siebel, Margareet's rejected lover. Miss Matteo's interpo¬
lation was very interesting in thought.

Mr. E. K. Humphreys sang the
powerful "Benito Solo." This possess¬
era, a solo from the same opera. This
solo, better known in England as
"Evenaint Heart, May Swell," is not
written in the original manuscript of the opera by Gounod and today this
solo is never included in the opera as it is presented in Paris. The solo
was written later to give the bari¬
itone more prominence as a soloist. In
the opera, Valentin, Margareet's broth¬
er, sings the solo to his sister. The
splendid quality of Mr. Humphreys's
voice was well suited to this difficult
solo.

The last number of part 1 and the first three numbers of part 2 were
taken from the great oratorio, "The Messiah," by Handel. The history of the
oratorio in England may be found in the life of Handel for it was his
deep knowledge of musical forms that enabled him to be the world's preem¬
inent abilities which arose as soon as the music was transferred from the stage to
the church. This-oratorio has been heard by his first English oratorio artist.

"Rhythm," know how beautiful and
musically significant this oratorio is.
Handel's oratorio form enmassified the
chorus from theatrical institutions and at once they were anta¬
to the intensity and complexity of the oratorio. It has acquainted the
latter in the expression of lofty reli¬
igious thought.

The appeal which the oratorio made in England was tremendous. The
singers and merchants alike flocked to
hear these oratorios and the interest aroused in these sacred compositions has
never subsided.

According to the usual custom the audience were requested to rise during
the conduct of the "Hallelujah," the most fantastic last must have been
ploused, for the orchestra, harmoniza¬

tor, voice, very well expressed the
depression and courage of the Israelites, crushed be¬

The University String Quartet opened the first number of part 2 with the
Pastoral Symphony. The blending of the strings was perfect and many wise
ones pronounced this number the best of the evening.

Mrs. Dillis' powerful soprano was equal to every demand made upon it
for the last number from "Wahs¬
siah." "The Trumpet Shall Sound" sung
by Mr. Humphreys, was not so
successful. His voice was strong and the trumpet shout, though brilliant, seemed too prominent at times.

Mrs. Matteo quite impersonated the character of Carmen, the Young
coquette and cigarette maker of Seville.
Hence, though a Frenchman, has suc¬
cceeded admirably in portraying Span¬
ish life in his "Carmen." The "Haban¬
ea" aria and "Habanera" by her friend
Don Jose, in an upchirved love song which Miss Matteo rendered well.

The singing of Galla, a cantata by Gounod, closed the program. The pre¬
presentation of this cantata was a crowning
success of the evening. The en¬
tire cantata was sung, for the cantata
is much shorter than an oratorio.

The modern type of the sacred or operatic cantata is simply a series of choral
numbers and numbers expressing some particular emotion or idea. By
singing "Galla," one could easily picture the scene of desolation and di¬
hap which characterized the character.

The success of the concert is due largely to the dynamic and unstop¬
ning energy of Professor Intor, who kept the audience in keepings down discor¬
ded and dissertation. The orchestra worked in a perfect union with the chorus and soloists. It is to be hoped that in the future, more of our regular choral
students may be able to take
parts which are now assigned to em¬
lployed talent.

Juniors Elect New Officers.

At the meeting of the junior class last
Friday afternoon, the following officers were elected for the second
semester: President, Frank Latrent; vice president, Marjorie Lewis; secre¬
tary, Marjorie Pecotler; treasurer, Ed
Curran. A report from the play commit¬
te indicated that the current group had a successful performance some time in
March. "Bobbie" Burns was elected to succeed Beth Fener as usherette for
the on staff of the 1915 annual.

Harriet Dinger sport the weekend at the
Gimnatt Phi house, Katherine
Smith was also visiting at the Gimnatt
Phi house this week.

Zella Blackburn and Ethel Workes
spent the week-end in不久前.

DEWEY PRIZE AWARDED AGAIN

LAST DEBT TRY-OUT OF THE PRESENT SCHOOL YEAR IS
NOW PAST.

Six Men Selected to Represent Idaho
Against Catholcats From the North.

Three-Freshmen Make Team.

In a spirited trial debate Saturday morning, the Dewey prize of twenty-five
dollars was awarded to J. M. Pond, as the best individual speaker. A. J.
Lyon was a close second, while T.
Warren, 'senior, was ranked third.

The contest was in the nature of a preliminary try-out, in the purpose of selecting teams to represent Idaho in the annual debate with
Gonzaga college in March. The speakers receiving the first three places consti¬
tute the negative team. The debaters chosen for the affirmative team were
Newton Ions, Julian Norby, and Floyd P.
Brown.

The judges of the try-out were Profe¬
sors Edward M. Hultle, Lyman Wilson, and W. A. Robinson. The two contests, as chosen were very similar, one senior, and three freshmen.

The question for discussion is one that has remained a prolific point of con¬
tention in this country for some time, it deals with one phase of the labor
problem, and reads as follows: "Reso¬
ned, That the movement of organi¬
sed labor for the closed shop should receive the support of the American
People."

The question of whether union men should be employed in the trades is a problem of national impor¬
tance.

The debate Saturday morning was a close one and repeated with with re¬
buttal and strong argument. Some of the contestants showed signs of care¬
ful study and extensive research. Each
 spying speaker had a fairly comprehen¬
sive understanding of the subject and was well prepared. The affirmative,
the affirmative speakers contended that trade unions are both necessary and desirable, and that the closed,
union shop is not only essential to ef¬
tective unions, but that for all pur¬
poses concerned, it is better than the
open shop. The negative denied that
union shop is necessary for collecti¬
ve bargaining and upheld the merits of
the open shop, and interpreted the meaning of "the movement of organiza¬
ted labor for the closed shop" as the
means, the strikes and violence which
result from the attempt to employ to limit their ends in their struggles with capi¬
tal.

Two of those selected, J. M. Pond
and St. Ions, have had previous expe¬
rience in college debating. Pond is
one of Idaho's foremost debaters and is
capably strong in rebuttal work. Ions
was the only freshman to take part in the debate with W. S. B. Ion's
senior. The other members of the
teams, while without collegiate experience, are showing promise of becoming effective speakers.

The debate with Gonzaga will be held about the middle of March by the
negative team, Pond, Warren and
RAISE FUNDS FOR LAW SCHOOL

DEAN ATTERS PLANS TO RAISE FUNDS THROUGH SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR LIBRARY.

Boise Attorney Offers Prize for Best Contract Drawn by Student—MOSQUITO CLOAK STORE.

LADIES! Andrews Cloak Store IS SELLING OUT Silk Hose, Gloves, Corsets, Underwear, Shoes, Coats and Suits, Dress Skirts—all go at factory cost.

WE QUIT MOSCOW

ANDREWS CLOAK STORE
Everything Women Wear

Moscow Hotel Barber Shop
Under New Management
G. L. Jain, Prop.
Call and get acquainted

CITY TRANSFER CO.
Carl Smith
Phone 108-1
OFFICE
GLENN'S NEWS STAND
Phone 11-R
STUDENTS' TRADE SOLICITED

A clean quiet inoperable place for University students who want cube work rendered by an up-to-date efficient, courteous workman. A specialty made of hair-cutting, shaving and facial massage or other work for which skill and knowledge of the tonsorial art is required. Modern antiseptic methods used throughout. Don't fail to visit Waldorf when you want first class tonsorial service. Hours 7:30 to 6:30. WALDOF PENDLETON.

Debit Fund.
There were no receipts or expenditures from this fund during January. Balance as per last report...$70.23.

NetExcess Fund.
There were no receipts or expenditures from this fund during January. Balance as per last report...$241.66.
Respectfully submitted,

F. O. MILKOV.
Feb. 14, 1914.

Another Good One.
An important case is on the docket of the Court of the Idaho State Law.

The case is State vs. McAdams, is one of great interest among local students.
Thelodges charges of illegal prejudice and refusing that Mrs. McAdams, from whose infallible source, set fire to a magnificent dwelling in the city of Bovill.
WASHINGTON AGGS.

A SOBER SUGGESTION.

Would Not the Standard of Athletic Morals Be Raised by Less Restriction and So Forth.

Very much discussion has been pro-

vided of late by articles in leading
newspapers and magazines concer-

sing the low state of the moral atmo-

sphere surrounding college athletics. To

a would-be reformer this is only one of
the many signs that the present age,

though progressive in some manner,
such as science, invention, woman

suffrage, and world peace, is,

nevertheless, showing a deplorable
central tendency toward the main

line of entertainment for the masses.

Take football for example. Beyond
question interest in this, the greatest
of the outdoor sports, is on the rise.
The change is made by many that football is becoming civilized. Is

this the fault of the players? They

seem as eager to take life as ever.

Is it the fault of the spectators? No, for
cries of "Kill him, chew his ear off"
can still be heard at any conference

game. But one conclusion remains,

it is all due to the rules. Since foot-

ball has been domesticated by the rules a

year ago the number of fatalities has

been quite insignificant. One surgeon

reported in disgust that as far as he
could learn only one man had been

killed outright; and his practice had

fallen far short of previous years.

Some even go so far as to suggest that

football will in time be absolutely safe

so that in co-ed schools especially,

football may participate. As a result

this deplorable condition interest in

the game is dying out. Football is now

considered no more exciting for

availing or auto-racing, because there

is no longer any certainty that anyone

will get hurt. Moreover, some officials

have insisted on enforcing the rules to

such an extent that even the most

honest players have been forced to

resort to underhand methods of dis-

abling their opponents. The moral

effect of this kind of thing on players

is most lamentable, for they then

learn many little tricks that serve them well in later life.

From even this brief resume of the

situation it is evident that something

must very soon be done. The only

way of stopping the game is in many ways:

they shut out many as ineligible who

had really big enough to play; they

require the player to use so much of his
time in devising cleverays in their

rules that he has no time to break

handed. And finally, the result of all

this is that interest in the game itself

is being diminished; the result is an

increased attendance.

The occasion of the game at which

the game was called Idaho took an
early lead and managed to

keep ahead until until the close of

the first half when Sampson tied the

score with four throws; and the first

half ended with the score 10-10.

The last half of the game was

played with first team on field and

then the other. It was everybody's
game right up to the last few minutes

of play. When a long field goal by

Keene tied the score, Sampson (for W.
S, C) hurried in to punt. Captain Sow-

elled a spectacular recovery with two

beautiful field goals and saved the

day for Idaho.

The W. S. C. men had undoubtedly

been coached to watch for those

two or three men all through the

game. He certainly played a good

football game, however, and got away

two field goals from the hands of

Captain Sowle.

Captain Sowle was the hero of the
game. He played fast and hard all

through the game, and when a fifth

hurled at speed mount victory was

there with the goods and picked up the

received honors. For W. S. C. Sampson and Anderson were easily

the standout performers.

Idaho 121—W. S. C. 19.

Sowle.............Anderson

Hyde..............Louis

Keene.............Sampson

Jardine...........Louis

Subtotals—Idaho, none; W. S. C.

Crane for Bobber; Glover for Logan.

Hibbard for Moss.

Idaho scoring—Field goals, Sowle 5, Louis 2, Hyde, Keene; free throw.

Lot out of 12 trials.

W. S. C.—Scoring—Field goals, Anderson 3, Sampson 2, Jones; free throw.

Referee, Bobber, first half; Griffith, second half.

Umpire, Griffith, first half; Bobber, second half.

Prices quoted and samples submitted on

Fraternity and Sorority Emblems, Class Pins and Rings

in fact, any kind of School Jewelry.

I am now in a position to save you money on Jewelry of this kind and will be glad to submit samples for your approval.

I also solicit orders for all kinds of engraved stationery, invitations, calling cards, etc.

Will E. Wallace

JEWELER

“SPECIFY any delivery that meets your own convenience—but be sure to

Select the Pattern for Your Spring Clothes Today.”

Then you’ll have the pick of Ed. V. Price & Co.’s entire line of beautiful wools now being shown by

“The Men’s Shop”

Haynes-White Co.

Phone 1975.
NEW FACULTY ADVISORS.

We hear considerable comment both for and against the new faculty advisors; comments by the students and by the faculty people themselves. There seems to be little opposition to the idea that underlies the movement, but the difference of opinion seems to be on the method of selecting these advisors. Freshmen need the advice of course, and competent men should be selected to fill this very important position. Up to this time they have all been agreed. But there is a vital difference in a competent man and a competent advisor. In making out the list of the advisors for the freshmen the aim seems to have been to select for each student the instructor in whose department the student is most likely to go in the major part of his work. This gives rise to a rather grave danger. Suppose that the student is doing his most important work in literature and given a small number of language as a faculty advisor. Naturally prepossessed in favor of his own line, as every faculty man is supposed to be, this advisor is very apt to allow the candidate to register in more courses than is good for him; prorogued, of course, that the subjects be in his line. Now is the instructor in this purely hypothetical case altogether to blame. For he is thus compelled to give advice to people whom he has then mostly or entirely in his line and about whom he knows nothing. However, the fact that he is to advise freshmen and non-faculty men in many new people. Still if the relation between the advisor and the student is to be friendly the type of advisor's demands, would it not be well to allow the student at least the right to express a preference in the matter of the selection? In a few cases at least there are students in school who are not in the major line, and many of them men that esteem and respect as experienced advisors.

There is another aspect of the subject. If we understand the object of the movement, the advisor is to be the especial guardian of the student in care of any real or trouble. Now which would be the more equitable in such an office, the young specialist or the man of influence who has had experience in life as well as school?

On the other hand there are those who think that the freshmen advisor is allowed to choose for themselves they would probably all choose one or another of the men who have the most to do with their registration. So that on the whole the freshmen have perhaps the best treatment they have had in this respect;

NEW ARRIVALS AT CREEGON'S.

We are showing a splendid assortment of early-season models in ladies' coats, suits and dresses.

We enjoy showing these dainty spring styles. Will you come and see them?

If you want the Best Bread
Pies
Cakes
Cookies, etc.,

Go to the Empire Bakery

Phone 250

Third St.

Don't fail to get a copy of...

Spirit of Idaho to send to your friends.

Carey's Music House

in the interests of women suffrage is the latest sensation at the University of Iowa, and it is understood that several prominent university co-eds are behind the movement to perfect the organization. According to the plan as carried out at other universities over the United States—and for such an organization is found in practically every institution in the country—the women are organized after the fashion of the suffrage societies of the larger cities and are considered as a part of the national organization of clubs which further the "cause."

Trouble in Deseret.

Open warfare has been declared between the suffragists and freshmen of the University of Utah, in the shape of a speaking contest. Several days ago the freshmen issued an edict that there would be nothing lesser than an excuse that is not a sufficient one for leaving the campus. The next day two freshmen appeared with no hair, and since then any lesser-classman venturing on the campus alone has been in grave danger of being caught and abused.
NOVEL PROGRAM
IN ENGLISH CLUB

ENGLISH STUDENTS TO PRESENT
SHORT ONE-ACT DRAMA SAT-
URDAY EVENING.

Cast Chosen by the Executive Board
and the Coaching to be Done En-
tirely by the Students.

The English club will entertain Sat-
urday evening in Ridenbaugh hall. It
is to present the "Revolution Wagon," a
modern one-act comedy. The play is
modern in every respect; and it is
brimming full of the interest and en-
thusiasm of the better class of foot-
ball stories. As a departure from the
try-out system used by the club, the
cast was chosen and is being coached
by the members of the program com-
nittee of the club.

After the play the English faculty
will give an informal reception. Light
refreshments are to be served and then
a dancing party. This meeting is,
we are sorry to say, for the members
of the club only. Invitations are now
out for the affair, and every member
of the club should be there to hear
from the home talent which may have
been buried hitherto.

The cast of the play is:
Mrs. Martin, ....Joseph Pond
Mrs. Martin, his wife ....Ola Bonham
Norah, the Irish
Sister Dawn ....Volberg Kamens
Dolores, the policewoman. Harry Hines
Bob Martin, the son ....L. F. Stone
Belle, the daughter ....Lillian Carithers
Bob Hines ....L. F. Stone
Miss Martin ....H. C. Nijker
Red Hiddle ....Lawrence Bonniville

HOLD B.I.N.S. BANQUET

Gamma Phi Girls Hold Initiation Then
Have Sumptuous Banquet at
Williamson's.

On Saturday afternoon at 5 o'clock
of the Williamson cafe, the members
of XI chapter of Gamma Phi Beta
have their initiation and third bi-en-
sidial initiation banquet. The club
which has been averaged from the rest
of the second floor by means of drop-
tries, was beautifully and cleverly
decorated in feasters of pink and rose
ribbons and satin hangings. About
the room on pedestals stood painted
plates in full bloom.

The tables were arranged in the
form of a capital Greek letter Gamma,
and were decorated in pink carnations.
At each place was an indi-
vidual bouquet of the same flower.
The place-cards, which were made
by Mrs. Shattuck, were dainty little strips
of fawn colored art paper bearing in
water color a conventional cur-
ruleted line in a dark brown tone.

The menu cards were long, narrow
folders of pink colored stiff paper,
embossed with initals of the host.
The inside leaves were smaller and of
a light tan shade, with the menus on
the pages and the list of toasts op-
cosite.

Thirty-five persons were seated at
the two tables. Those who were
bidden last fall and whose recent
initiation the banquet was made
Mrs. Martin, and the Misses, Wall, Lewis, Forteath, Bonham, and Rich-
don.

The six-course dinner, which was
prepared by Chief Woods, must have

taxed even that artist's great skill in
cookery for it was extremely elabor-
ate and delicious.

Miss Edna Dewey, as toast-mistress,
proved more than equal to the ex-
acting duties of that position and made
happy introductions to the toasts
given. Miss Ola Bonham responded
to the toast "The Gamma Phi
Maiden," Allene Wilt to "Peanuts
and Olives," Gladys Cutlass to "The
Gamma Phi Beta Phi," Margaret
Allen to "Our Offering to Thee," Irene
Tunney to "Pidelity," Charlotte Lewis
to "Chapter Problems." Songs were sung
between the courses, and a toast was drunk in
grape punch to each girl as she con-
cluded her speech.

HOME ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT

Holds Successful Exhibition of Pro-
ducts of the Various Departments
Of the School.

Tuesday the tenth was a red-letter
day in the history of the series of teas
which the home economics club has
given thus far this year. The fact
that over one hundred students,
friends and faculty members attended
the tea attests the growing popularity
of these afternoon meetings.

The committee, of which Ellen
Mckrossen is the chairman, had arranged
special decorations and refreshments.
The refreshments were served in the
home economics dining room which
was decorated with fresh carnations,
hearts and tiny red candles. Instead
of the ten and twelve which the girls
usual serve, sandwiches, tomato jelly
and coffee were offered.

After the guests were served they
were shown through the department
and much interest was aroused by the
splendid display of handmade wares
from Miss Lebray's art needlework
class. The work exhibited in this
department is a tribute to Miss Lebray's
efficient management and able-in-
struction.

There was also to be seen a display
of house plans which had been pre-
pared by Miss Hyde's class in house
construction. The plans were interest-
ing and showed considerable
thought on the part of the students.

The afternoon tea will be continued
through the entire year. The next
which are open to gentlemen as well
as ladies afford an excellent oppor-
tunity for a social hour every Tuesday
afternoon from 4:30 to 5:30.

Y. M. C. A. MEETINGS.

Interesting Programs for the Rest of
the School are Already Prepared.
Rev. Hare Will Speak Sunday.

A regular program has been arrange-
d covering the remainder of this
semester, so that a meeting and a
sermon Sunday afternoon with an
address by some interesting speaker.
In such as such meeting as the Labor
Day at Prayer, a joint meeting of the
Y. M. and Y. W. C. A. will be
held. The college, when the confer-
cence will be used for this meeting and it is hoped
that at least enough will turn out to
fill up the two front rows. We are
under no little better for our college
than for our God? The time set
for this meeting is three o'clock and
T. R. Bachman and the Rev.
Rev. Mr. will deliver the
address.

Splendid Tau Delta at Casino
Leaves and Lash, black face com-
divide, will appear at the Casino

THERE'S A DIFFERENCE

In Candy. Some candy is made for
the wholesale trade and prepared in such
a manner as it may be purchased in large
quantities by dealers and sold indefinitely.
We make candy fresh each day for our
trade. Made in Moscow—Sold in Moscow.

If it's made from sugar we make it
Childs Brothers

Hot and Cold Drinks, Ice Cream and Quick Lunches

Keep Your Money at Home

Buy Your Yard, Hams and Bacon of

Hagan & Cushing Co., Inc.
They are Home Made and United States Inspected
Phone 7 - - - 219 Main Street

OBERG BROS.

General Merchandise
Merchant Tailoring

The Home of B. Kuppenheimer Good Clothes for Men and Young Men
Pingree and Mayer Shoes
Men's and Ladies' Tailoring and Cleaning and Repairing
Corner Third and Washington

Rural Phone 511
City Phone 971
MOSCOW, IDAHO

Thursday, Friday and Saturday in a
vaudeville act which is a sure winner.
They dance, and talk, and sing and
are entertainers of class. In addition
the performances will be of a certain
quality. A big classy entertainment
at the popular play house.

You will be pleased as well as us if
you try our home made chicken to
make and chill can serve. Palace of
Sweets,

Astronomy Will Be Studied.

From the notice on the bulletin board
we learn that a course in
astronomy is given this semester. In
addition this course pre-
pared the elementary courses in phil-
osophy, cosmology will consider would be
given those later. "For," says Perry,
there is no dignity to thought except
in the sphere presence of the
universe and only meditation can summon
much presence." Perhaps this is true,
but certainly astronomy can summon
meditation. This course has not been
given for all years.

The Misses Sander, Richardton, Wil-
aburt, and Mrs. W. C. Edmundson and
the Messrs. Barnard, Decker, Adams, and
Edmundson attended the Kappa Sigma Forum at Pullman, Friday night.
The Palace of Sweets
Serves Lunches and Hot Drinks. Also carry a fine line of all kinds of CANDY

J. W. Thompson
Proprietor

In come and place your order for your Clothes for future delivery. Our line is complete. It will pay you to look them over.

O. H. Schwarz
The Tailor

We Clean, Press and Repair
Nat's Fahn Blk.

W. 3rd St.

New consignment of Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pens

just received. Best pens on the market.

35¢ to 50¢ each.

GLENN'S NEWS STAND

If It's a Magazine or Newspaper, We Have It.

Rifle Club Organized.

The Rifle club of the 1st of January was organized Thursday, March 3.

O. F. Carlson is president. Homer VanArnum is vice president. Captain Jack Adams is treasurer and Captain Gregory secretary. Membership in the club is open to all students of the university.
COLLEGE NAMES.

It is interesting and often curious to
Jnold
university and a "col- leges, and universities." Beginning
Harvard, named for a man who gave much in so little for this cherib-
harding of the Massachusetts col-
ain, a list of college names hints at the source that lie back of the naming of these schools.

Harvard was named after John Har-
vard, who in 1638 left 729 pounds and his private library of 200 books to the

Bowdoin was named for Governor Bowdoin of Maine.

Colby was named after Mr. Colby of Boston, a man who had lived in Maine and was much interested in the well-

Washington and Lee and Washing-

The engineers certainly fell down

and the airplane between the "Ages,"

Lawyers, Letters and Scientific de-

The winners of events and their

respective places were as follows: John,

Morrison, Lockhart, Betty, time 8.55.

Betsy; time .06. Shot put, Phillips,

Granville, Betty, distance, 28 feet 8

inches. High jump, Lockhart, Morris-

inches, height, 5 feet 3 inches. Broad jump, Lockhart, Morrison, dist-

ance, 22 feet 9 inches.

PLAN PROGRAM FOR

COMING MEETING

OFFICERS OF NORTHWEST WOMEN
EX-ASSOCIATION CONFER AT
PULLMAN YESTERDAY.

Hope to Complete Program in Which
Association Members Will Participate
at Teachers' Association.

Dean French of the university spent
yesterday at Pullman in conference with Dean White of the Washington State College. Miss White is the pres-
ident and Miss French is the secretary of the Northwest Deans of Women association, and their meeting yester-
day was for the purpose of pre-
paring a questionnaire to be sent to all the deans who are members of the association. The questions will sug-
gest topics that might be profitably discussed at the session of the Inland Empire branch of the association which

is taking place in the early spring. In reply to the material sent out by Miss White and Miss French, each dean will indicate the subjects which she would like to have taken up and on which she is most in need of en-
lightenment. It is expected that as in former years, an entire day will be

placed for the deans during the meetings of the Inland Empire as-

sociation.

Miss French states that the voca-
tional conference for women held in
Pullman last year was so successful and stimulating that it will be held
again this season. The dates will be announced in a few days.

DISPLAY EARLY INTEREST

Many Inquire About Coming Summer
Session at Valley—Will Offer
More Advanced Work.

Already Professor Ph. Boudin, di-

ector of the University of Idaho,
summer sessions, is receiving letters of inquiry from all over the state rel-

ative to the work that is to be of

fered in next summer's school. It

was much later than this last year

when the first inquiries were recec-
ted and the early interest is taken as

an indication of a growing enthusiasm in the summer work.

Next summer's school will offer

much more advanced work than has been offered at either of the past two

seasons and will drop many of the
elementary courses. Its entrance re-
nuals will hereafter be the same as those of the regular courses and no students will be admitted, except those en-

rolled in the regular course, unless

they can show high school diplomas. All work which has heretofore been offered, the

college and the high school. Many students for examinations lead-

ing to third-grade teaching certifi-

cates, will be discontinued and only

more advanced courses as will fit the students for first and second-grade certificates will be offered the nume-

rinal of old certificates will be given.

The change is thought to be in keep-

ing with the state-wide demand for

better teachers.

The children in the grades are al-

ready decorating their rooms for the

The Washington's Birthday celebration.

B. C. Johnson, editor and publisher

of the-Keedick Gazetteer, was in Mos-

cow last evening on a brief business

trip.

A bolt-dog never smiler; bat it

couldn't help its face much it did.

Witkow Signal.

First National Bank of Moscow

United States Depository

Capital and Surplus $100,000.00

Pioneer Bank of Latah County

W. L. PAYNE, President

HODGINS

Our prices are always just a little lower

COLLEGE TEXT BOOKS & STUDENT'S SUPPLIES

CITY BAKERY

We Make Special Cakes to Order
For Valentine Parties

PHONE 102—We deliver

A three days' naval examination is

being held at the postoffice before the

local board of examiners for midship-

men in the United States navy. But

one person is taking the examination.

Hugh Hill of Moscow.

"A bolt-dog never smiles; but it

couldn't help its face much it did."

Witkow Signal.

THE UNIVERSITY ARGONAUT
FEEDING THE OXFORD MULTITUDE

INTERESTING DETAILS AS TO THE METHODS OF SELF-PRESERVATION PRACTICED AT OXFORD.

Scholars, Exhibitioners and Commoners Feed Themselves in Quaint Old-fashioned Style.

To the Editor of the Argonaut:

Dear sir,—I have just come from a dinner "in hall" and feel happy for I have enjoyed a good beefsteak and finished my course and now I will compose an epistle.

I am too late to come into a college "hall" you are back in Anglo-Saxon days. I don't mean Anglo-Saxon in the style of the cadet-cadet-freshman that is either late Gothic or Renaissance and the pictures on the walls are comparatively recent. In our hall I think the oldest is a Van Dyke of King Charles. But the manner of conduct you must assume yourself to in a college hall and the use it to which that hall is put makes you think that the present rulers of England are King Arthurian. It is a biethritch of learning that is assembled there for a meal in the evenings and subject to all the rules and penalties you would think you were attached to a feudal body when it gathered round the feudal board.

To make you understand my meaning I must show the distinction between the social control that is exercised in America for the majority of American colleges and that of English ones. In America we have classes that are called freshmen, sophomore, junior, senior. At Oxford it doesn't run that way. You are measured not by the length of time you stay at the place but by the amount of learning you have when you get there. Consequently, though many of our seniors are older than that hall "come-up" and are never spoken of by an upper classman, that state of affairs is only likely to occur if you don't look forward four years to junior year. I am sure no one who goes in to college (as I am in a moving which is now called "battle hall") will be in reality aeutish or the custom of assembling the students there on Sunday mornings to admonish them to corporal punishment. At Balliol hall is where you have splendid musical convolutions on Sunday nights for they have there a big pipe organ and a grand piano.

A dinner in hall begins by the senior scholars saying grace in Latin. When he has finished you hear the long and drawled "Amen" that resembles that always, in its irregularity, which I think of the rumor that is spread about students of the University of Chicago who sign "Praying John" from whom the blessings flow. You may say too in passing that I think you are justified in appealing to the higher power for a judgment passed upon you when you must do that alone in Latin.

The courses are served as soon as the chief brings in a big room and places it on the carving table. About that time you can hear a loud shuffling for the beer boys from every corner of the room and "count" begin to scramble with plates of eatables to their chairs to sit on but only long oak benches. At our college too, whether because of its Welsh traditions or not we have no napkins. However, we have plenty of silver plates, some of it dating from the time the city was walled and every one is as merry as Englishmen in these days when England is no longer known as "Merrie England." Can be, whenever I glance at the "high table", I think they are esteemed to it the Witan and consent to have this new and strange experience at the annual price of one and a pence. I can, the truly quaint...

LUDWIG R. GERLACH.

A TREAT AT THE CASINO.

Another of the famous figures pictured at The Casino was "Wednesday night and maiture." This time Henry Dixey, the famous star Freshman, presents in "Arcadia." From the first_Structure of the tragic music and was instructed to keep the title down to the last scene, this subject in a unique and startling novel motion picture production. These pictures should not be missed by anyone desiring the privilege of witnessing the finest productions in the moving picture world.

Fire Busters While Students Dance.

Minnesota students became so absorbed in the game and the festivities that they were ignorant of the fact that firemen were working to subdue a blaze in the basement of the campus armory, which threatened the building with destruction. The firemen consideredable highway before it was discovered. Meanwhile the complete showing of the main feature was halted momentarily. The audience leader had informed of the fire and was instructed to keep the title down to the last scene, this subject...